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Here you can find the menu of Pho So 1 in TARZANA. At the moment, there are 13 dishes and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Pho So 1:

the food was decent. nothing special, but they just kept it. I'd go small with the Pho soup, because it's already
enough. the restaurant is clean and quiet, which is always good. price is good for quality. they lack the x factor,
but who cares about his nude soup. read more. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and

thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Pho So 1:
Passed the area and went for lunch. Not sure where all the great reviews came from. Ordered #1, combo pho,

and the meat quality is not good, lots of chewy parts. Tendon was tough too. And, in 88 degree weather, AC
wasn't on (or if on, very very weak). Who serves hot soup in the valley without strong AC? Had way better

experiences elsewhere. Should've known when it was pretty empty around 1 pm on Sunday. Won't be goin...
read more. Right now you could possibly be considering healthier eating habits; for such considerations Pho So
1's food menu offers a large assortment of easily digestible meals, In addition, numerous visitors look forward to
enjoying traditional Vietnamese dishes with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a stop at the Pho So

1. In addition, you can order fresh grilled meat.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Sid� dishe�
STEAMED RICE

Sauce�
ERDNUSSSAUCE

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

PORK CHOP

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

TRAVEL

BEEF

CHICKEN

MEAT

ONION

EGG
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Wednesday 10:00-20:45
Thursday 10:00-20:45
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Sunday 10:00-20:45
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